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with food, money, and arms. D'Annunzio's freebooting
allies supplied him from their captures : the Persia gave
him arms ; the Taranto two million lire intended for
Albania ; the Cogne, later, a large cargo of assorted mer-
chandise which was sold by auction in the markets of Fiume.
Demonstrations for Fiume took place all over Italy ;
nationalists and fascists as well as officers in uniform took
part. Nitti issued orders, inflicted punishments, and dis-
missed the commanding officer of the Turin army corps,
none of which had any effect. Army discipline was severely
shaken, and even those officers who upheld it sympathized
privately with the successful conspirators.
It was only at the last moment that d'Annunzio took
command of the Fiume expedition, but like the Creator he
formed it after his own image and likeness. For him Fiume
became the scene of a marvellous 'adventure, through which
he lived in a state of delirious excitement. The hero, the
man of letters, and the tragedy king took the stage one after
the other, and sometimes all together.
At the time of the despotic laws of Pelloux1 in 1900,
though representing the Abruzzi conservatives, d'Annunzio
had thrust himself into a meeting of left-wing deputies, and
announced that he was advancing c towards life *. His
conversion was never completed, for to d'Annunzio to
advance c towards life * meant to seek new sources of
emotion. In the same year 1900 he wrote his c Hymn ' On
the Death of a Destroyer^ celebrating the c great Barbarian ',
who has risen above Good and Evil, and left on the plains
below c the slavish mob and lifeless multitude' to climb the
last peak, from which he sees the promised land.
Man must be his own star,
A law unto himself, and the avenger of his law.
D'Annunzio was his own star, and followed no other.
He had only offered his services to Rome in order to obtain
1 In February 1898 General Luigi Pelloux, President of the Council, put
before the Chamber a series of extraordinary bills against the freedom of the
press, of meeting and association and instituting the penalty of' banishment3
(domicitio coatto) for opponents of the regime. The left-wing ^parties and even
the liberals carried on a fierce struggle against these bills which went on until
the middle of 1900, when the June elections resulted in their victory. It was
in March 1900 that d'Annunzio joined the opposition to these laws.

